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Abstract In this report a simple and efhcient algorithm of
digital phase detection is presented. From data sampled at two
instants of time separated by a quarter of the signal period an
estimate of phase and magnitude can be obtained. The
additional use ofcoherent averaging improves the accuracy of
phase detection in signals with poor signalto-noise ratio. A
system imptementation of-thc algorithm and error caused by the
harmonics of the measured signal is discussed.

l. lnEoduction
Phase detection systems used for signal recovery or
characterisation have found application in many scientific
studies. Analogue phase detectors are capable of recovering a

signal with very poor signal-to-noise ratio (sxn) in which an

adequate separation ofthe signal lrom noise c:rnnot b€ achieved

by means of linear filtering (Blair and Sydenham 1975, Meade

I 982).
With the availability of the microcomputer in any

laboratory, digital phase detection can be accomplished. even in
the presence of random noise. A recent discussion of digital
phase detection. comparable to the analogue phase detector
used lor many applications, was presented by Momo er a/
( 198 l ). In this report we will elaborate on the basic principles of
the digital phase deteitor and present a simple method for vector
presentation of the signal. We will also discuss a system
implementation of the algorithm and error caused by the
harmonics of the measured signal.

2. Principlc, implemcntation and discussion

Through the use of any microcomputcr, the phase (time delay)

between two periodic signals can be determined by locating the

occurrence of certain well defined features (e.9. peak detection'

threshold detection or zero crossing). In practice' determining

uscful features requires a sampling rate several timcs greater

than the Nyquist rate and/or exccssive computer time for

processing. The required high sampling rate reduccs the upper

bound in the frequency of the signal and also limis any

possibility lor real-timc processing of the data

The above.mentioned problem.; in digital phasc detcction

can bc avoided by sampling the measured signal at two instants

of time scparatd by a quaner of the signal pcriod' as shown in

figure l. According to th€ timing diagram of this figure' thc

sampled data are

In-phasc:.Sr(zr):(rnl+r) 
(l)

Quadrature: Sq(/a) = s(nt7" + t + T/ 4l
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Figure l. Timing diagram of the sampling commands. reference
signal and measured signal.

where rz repres€nts the mth perio{ 2" is thc period and r is an
arbitrary known delay varying between zero and L

L*t the measured signal be

(t):E cos(arr +p) a:Ztr/T (2)

where E and g are the unknown magnitude and phasc of thc
signal respcctively. Then, by applying equation (l) to equation
(2) the phase lag and magnitude of the measured signal can bc
determined:

9:tan- 
r(sa( m)/s{n)l + (2n/T)

. E=(Si(zr; + S{(z))'n. 
(3)

It is important to point out that the above equations produce the
desired results only in the absence of noise in the measurement.
When the signal is corrupted by additive noise. coherent
averaging ofthe signal will enhance the sNR. Hence, equation (l)
can be reformulated to represent th€ av€rage valuc over any N
pcriods:
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The in-phase/quadrature digital phase detection algorithm can
be implemented in a microcomputcr system equipped with
paratlel input/output (pro) ports and an analogue+odiSital (n/o)
converter. as shown in figure 2. The processing speed of thc
microcomputer and the conversion time of the e/o converler
impose an upper limit on the frequency of the measured signal.

Our laboratory microcomputer is a Nascom with a Z80A
central processing unit which operates at a 4 MHz clock
frcquency. This system can be uscd for the digital phase
detection of signals up to 32 kHz frequency. Thc computer
progtam is writtcn in a combination of srstc and assembly
languagc for maximum processing spced and programming
convenicncc. With thc BAsrc program, the paramecrs ?l Ar
and r are initialised and storcd in the proper mcmory locations.
Thc real-time data processing program is rrriucn in asscmbly
languaga This portion of the program includes generating the
reference signal and sampling commands. reading the samplcd
dara and averaging. Then. thc calculation of the phase and
magnitude given in equation (3) is writtcn in gestc.

Equation (3) was derived for the ideal situation in which the
measured signals are assumed to bc sinusoidal functions.

,  r V + a -  |

Ss(z)=i  t  (n?r+ r )
n"  n - n (4)
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can be implemented in any microcomputer rvhich contains pro
pons and an e/D convener.
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Figurc 2. Typical block diagram of a microcomputer system
with Pro ports and e/o converter to be used as a digital phase
detector.

Nevertheless. in many measurements the signal contains
harmonics which result in errors in both magnitude and phase

estimation. The value of the error can be predicted by

considering the Fourier expansion ofthe signal:

s { r ) :8E,  cos(<r r r+r , l * i  E tcos(ka t r+e) .  (5 )

The first term on the right side of equation (5) is of interest lor
the phase and magnitude mensurements. But. if the above
equation is applied to equation (l). an error is introduced in the
in-phase/quadrature sample values. governed by the intensities

and phases (E1 and q) of the undcsircd harmonics. For
example. if a triangular wavefunction has a delay which varies

between zero and I (one period), thc error in phase

measurement will be within +4 degrees and the magnitude
variation may be as much as + 1596 when this signal is regarded

as a sinusoidal function. Larger errors can b€ anticipated when

the coefficients of the harmonics are significant in comparison to

thc fundanrental. Therefore. it is recommended that the

harmonics be filtered out prior to sampling for phase detection.

In practice any possible error due to harmonics can bc examined

by varying the known arbitrary delay r and evaluating thc

reproducibility of the phase and magnitude measurements.
In summary we have described a useful phasc detection

algorithm based on in-phase/quadrature sampling. This

technique is efficient and only requires averaging when the

signal-to-noisc ratio is inadequate. By introducing a known

delay and sampling the measured signal at two instants of time

separated by one quarter of the signal period. vector

presentadon of the signal can be obtained. Finally. the algorithm
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